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Thank you for your purchaee of your new LINE SI paintgun. The
accuracy, epeed, gas efficiency. and reliability of our tournament marking
pietole hae made LINE SI products the choice of discerning players eince
1985.
Our product line of the 90'a continues the LINE SI tradition of
manufacturing paintgune designed to meet the neede of players who
demand the best. Whether your choice ie a Bushmaster, or the semi-auto
Promaster, your new LINE SI paintgun has been engineered to the
highest quality etandards in the industry. With proper maintenance and
safe use, it willprovide you years of service and enjoyment.
Our philosophy of excellence extends to the field of play. and has resulted
in our sponsorship of tournament teams, and the LINESI MASTERS
TOURNAMENT,the largest and longest running international event in
Paintball.
LINE SI is committed to your safety. Please read and understand this
Owners Manual completely before using your new paintgun; alway&wear
approved goggles, use a barrel plug and observe safe velocity limits.
Again. "Thank You" for your purchase.
WARNING
TI-lIS IS NOT A TOY. IT IS TO BE USED BY ADULTS ONLY. IT IS TO
BE USED ON IPPA SAFETY CERTIFIED FIELDS ONLY. OBEY ALL
LOCAL, STATE AND FEDERAL LAWS. FOLLOW TI-lERULES OF
SAFE PAiNTBALL GUN HANDLING. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS
BEFORE USE.
Trademark Notices:
BUSHMASTERis a trademark of Skirmish Inc.
Advantage, Airmaater. Promaster and "Play it Straight" are trademarks of
Skirmish Inc.
IPPA is a trademark of the International Paintball Players Aeeociation.
Delrin is a trademark of E.I. DuPont Se Nemoure.
Copyri~ht 1991 by Skirmish Inc. All rights reserved.
No reproduction by any means may be made of thie material without
written permission of Skirmish Inc.
OPERAllNG YOURPROMASTER SI PAiNTGUN
Read the entire manual before you prepare your gun for firing. Safety and
eafe gun handling are the moet important aepects of paintball eports.
Please practice each of the followingeteps with an unloaded gun before
attempting to charge your gun with C02 and paint pellets. 00 not load
C02 or paintbaUs into your PROMASTER SI until you feel completely
confident with your ability to handle your PROMASTER 61 eafely.

MAlN FEATURES AND GENERAL DESCRI PTlON

SOFT FOREGRIP

The PROMASTER SI is a quality marking instrument especially designed
to meet the needs of the professional "masters style" tournament player.
Available in a deluxe model, with a variety of barrel lengths, the
PROMASTER SI is a semi-automatic action, direct fed, bore-drop marking
device. Major components of the PROMASTER SI are machined from
solid aircraft quality aluminium, thereby providing high tensile strength and
resistance to corrosion, in a light weight package.
TOUCH-TRIGGER PULL
The PROMASTER SI is a "true" semi automatic paintgun. There is no
pump or manual cocking device. When the trigger is pulled, the paintball
is fired and the gun is automatically re-cocked and made ready for the
next trigger pull. It can be repeatedly fired with only one hand.
NON-WELD CONSTRUCT!ON

The PROMASTER SI comes with a neoprene tore grip that gives the two
handed shooter a place to grip while steadying the aim.
LINE SI DELUXE BARRELS

AJl'swell that ends welds. Welds can distort and fatigue metals. LINE SI
was the originator of the non-welded construction in paintball guns. It
keeps their bores and feeds round and true. Semi Automatics take a great
pounding. Line SI has built its PROMASTER SI with this in mind. There
are no hot welds to distort or cold welds to crack along joints and air lines.
BORE-DROP 01RECT FEED
LINE SI was the manufacturer that created the Bore Drop, non-welded
direct feed for paint marking pistols. This much imitated LINE
SI/Bushmaster SI feature allows for a more reliable feeding of paintballs
with less possibility of ball pinching or cutting by eliminating the feed lip
found on breach drop type marking devices.
HARDANODIZED FINISH
The PROMASTER SI is the fin~tpaintbal! gun to address durability by hard
anodizing ita main components. This gives your paintgun a real gun look
and feel and an extremely hard protective coating, BOTH internally and
externally.
MODULARAND INTEGRATED COMPONENTS
LINE SI has always made easy access paintguns. We were the firat
paintgun manufacturer to produce a completely field strippable gun without
the use of tools. While our PROMASTER SI does need tools to strip it
down, one screw frees the entire barrel housing, exposing the bolt; one
screw removes the entire barrel assembly; one screw releases the trigger
guard and allows the guard to be hinged open for sear and trigger access;
one screw allows the removal of the entire air system.
SIMPLE VELOCITYAOJUSllv1ENT
The PROMASTER SI offers three options in adjusting the velocity. The
first IS a dial for everyday (or game) use. The sE'cond are spring changes
for seasonal and weather changes The third ISthe variable exhaust port
syetem in our valve housing

The PROMASTER 61 comes with a removable barrel system. This feature
allows the user to select the length that is most suitable for the playing
conditions. AJIbarrels are mirror- honed and available in B, 11 and 14
inches. NOTE: These barrels willinterchange with the barrels that LINE SI
uses on their Bushmaster SI. SI barrels set the standard for accuracy by
which all other paintball guns are judged. .
MODIFICAT!ONS
Your PROMASTER SI is a Tournament Quality mar1<ingdevice. It has
been used successfully to win money in major tournaments around the
world. Modifications are not necessary.

OPERAllNG YOURPROMASTER SI PAJNTGUN
PREP ARING TO FIRE
Read the entire manual before you prepare your gun for firing. Safety and
safe gun handling are the most important aspects of paintball sports.
Please practice each of the followingsteps with an unloaded gun before
attempting to charge your gun with C02 and paint pellets. Do not load
C02 or paintballs into your PROMASTER SI until you feel completely
confident with your ability to handle your PROMASTER SI safely.
1) Keeping your finger out of the Trigger Guard and away from the
Trigger, point the Muzzle of your gun in a safe direction during this entire
process.
2) Push the Safety Button to the "S" or safe position. This willprevent the
Trigger from traveling its fullrange, thereby preventing contact with the
Sear.
NEVER depend entirely upon your mechanical safety, you may forget to
set it properly! ALWAYS KEEP YOUR PROMASTER SI POINTED IN A
SAFE DIREC1l0N. ALWAYS USE A BARREL PLUG.
POWER SOURCES
Your PROMASTER SI uses C02 as a propellant. The Air System Adapter
(ASA) willaccommodate constant air cylinders, equipped with pin valves,
in 3.5, 7, 10 and 20 ounce sizes. SIPHON TANKS, or other means of
introducing liquid C02 into the air chamber, ARE NOT RECOMMENDED
It is also possible to use a 12 Gram Cartridge System with your
PROMASTER SI.
C02 SAFETY
Pressurized Carbon Dioxide gas IS a refrigE'rant It can freeze exposed
tissue Do not put hands or face near a C02 leak. Do not handle a C02
container or valve body that IS leaking or has froat on It

Improperly assembled, filled or handled constant air cylinders are
extremely dangerous. The amount of propellant involved makes these
cylinders potentially lethal, and only experienced, knowledgeable players
should consider using them.
Consult the place where you purchased your PROMASTER SI or a
recognized and competent airsmith for instruction in the safe handling of
"CA" cylinders before purchasing or connecting one to your
PROMASTER SI.
It is important to note that with a 12 Gram System a pressurized 12 gram
can fly out of the cartridge changer causing injury. Do not loosen the
knob or lever on a quickchange until all C02 is expelled.
Never store C02 near a source of heat. Avoid leaving C02 cartridges or
bottles in sun or hot automobiles. High temperature causes C02 to expand
and internal pressures can increase to dangerous levels causing
containers to explode
LOADINGC02
Before pressurizing your PROMASTER SI with C02 check and make sure
that you have set the Cocking Bolt by pulling it back until it locks into
position. If this is not done the C02 might leak or hiss down the barrel.
The Air System Adapter (ASA) can now be threaded to facilitate either a
Constant Air Tank or a 12 Gram Cartridge System. Screw either system

into the ASA . When you screw in a Constant Air Bottle,the gun will
become pressurized (or charged) and ready to be fired immediately! For
12 gram installation followthe procedure prescribed by the manufacturer.
LOADINGPAiNTBALLS
Your PROMASTER SI comes equipped with a 140 round loader by Sight
Feeder. Fit the elbow over the direct feed. Always twist it down in a
CLOCKWISE direction. Always twist it off in a CLOCKWISE direction as
well. The PROMASTER SI uses .68 caliber, water soluble paint pelleta.
Pour the pellets into the Sight Feeder. The pellets are gravity fed from the
Sight Feeder, through the direct feed nipple and into the bore.
TO FIRE YOUR PROMASTER SI
1) Keeping your finger out of the Trigger Guard and away from the
Trigger, point the Muzzle of your gun in a safe direction during this entire
process. Remove barrel plug.
2) Push the safety button to the "S" or safe position. This willprevent the
tngger from traveling its fullrange, thereby preventing contact with the
Sear
NEvER depend entirely upon your mechanical safety, you may forget to
set it properly I ALWAYS KEEP YOUR PROMASTER SI POINTED IN A
SAFE DIRECTION

3) Grasp the pistol grip. Face your target and without touching the Trigger,
push the safety to the "F" or FIRE position. Align your sight and squeeze
the Trigger.
4 ) If additional shots are not to be made, immediately push the safety to
the "S" or SAFE position. To make additional shots, repeat the above
process.
NOTE: Your PROMASTER SI willnot fire unless it is charged with C02. It
willhowever, feed and chamber a ball when the Trigger is pulled. If you
chamber a ball before charging the gun, remove the Barrel Extension and
pop the ball free.
TO UNLOADYOUR PROMASTER SI
1) Keeping your finger out of the Trigger Guard and away from the
Trigger. point the Muzzle of your gun in a safe direction during this entire
process.
2) Push the safety button to the "S" or safe position. This willprevent the
trigger from traveling its fullrange, thereby preventing contact with the
Sear.
NEVER depend entirely upon your mechanical safety. you may forget to
set it properly' ALWAYS KEEP YOUR PROMASTER SI POINTED IN A
SAFE DIRECllON.
UNLOADINGC02
NOTE: Improperly handled C02 cylinders are extremely dangerous if
handled improperly.
Remove the constant air tank by unscrewing the cylinder from the ASA.
Make sure you are unscrewing the cylinder AND pin valve from the ASA.
If you are actually separating the cylinder from the pin valve. STOP
IMMEDIATELY and re-tighten. Call firat, and then see, an authorized
airsmith immediately.
As you unscrew the cylinder and valve together, there willbe a hissing
sound. After 2 complete turns, stop and let the hissing stop. This should
bleed the system. WARNING: pressurized C02 can cause the cylinder to
fly off the ASA Wait until hissing (escaping gas) has stopped before
removing cylinder
If it does not stop, you have a bad valve. Let it hiss itself to completion,
while still in the ASA. and consult your local dealer or airsmith.
UNLOADINGPAINT
Unload by removing all paint from your Sight Feeder Turn gun upside
down to remove any pellets in the direct feed nipple.

MAINTENANCE AND BASIC RITES OF PASSAGE

the AS,A This o-ring seals the air passage hole Just in case, there IS
another one in the parts kit Included Withevery gun

CAlJTlON' Before attempting to perform any maintenance operations or
any gun disassembly. make sure that all paint pellets and sources of C02
have been removed from the gun. Insert the Barrel Plug. push the Safety
to the "S" position and keep the gun in its "SAFE" mode.

Next remove the cocking bolt The main spring and lower bumper will fall
out allowing the Hammer, Link Pin and the Firing Bolt to come out in one
piece. The alignment between the Hammer, Firing Bolt and Link Pin is
critical to the smooth operation of the Promaster SI. The Link Pin is held
in position by a small set screw in the back of the Firing Bolt. Loctite can
be used if the set screw works loose. The Link Pin should be flush with the

Your PROMASTER SI has been made with the toumament player in mind.
Its major components are hard anodized, aircraft quality aluminum. Many
of the intemals are aicraft quality heat treated carbon steels, and stainless
steels that have been additionally hardened by being heat treated at over
1150 degrees Fahrenheit. This means that your PROMASTER SI has
been built to withstand the pounding that you put your paintgun through.
Simple Maintenance
By simply keeping your PROMASTER SI clean and lubricated, you will
reap more pleasure with your new purchaee.
To Clean Paint From Your Barrel
Loosen the Barrel Retention Screw and pull Barrel forward. This is quick
and easy and can be done on the field. To remove the Housing (part with
direct feed) and the Barrel in order to clean the bolt tip, remove the 8-32
Speedwheel that ie found on the front eide of the Railmount. Slide out
Houeing. For further expoeure of the bolt (MAKE SURE YOU HAVE
REMOVED THE C02 SOURCE) pull the Trigger. Thie releasee the
Hammer and expoeee more of the Firing Bolt. (NEVER PULL THE
TRIGGER WITH THE D/F HOUSING OUT OF THE GUN, WHILE THE
GUN IS CHARGED WITH C02)
NOTE: Good lubrication and keeping your PROMASTER SI free from dirt
ie critical to the emooth function of your paintgun We have provided a slot
cover to keep most dirt away from the Hammer. Keep the Hammer lubed
with a light gun oil. DO NOT OIL the Oelrin-Tipped Firing bolt or allow oil to
seep into the barrel. LINE SI recommende a Teflon or ailicone baeed
lubricant. Petroleum baeed lubee will attack plastics. (Note: an eaey way to
lubricate the entire gun and ita orings, epray or drip your favorite lube into
the ASA. and then ecrew your charged bottle in the ASA.)
Be eure to lubricate forward of the hammer. It may be neceeeary to
remove the ASA. bolt and hammer asey to lube this area.
To remove the hammer and firing bolt for repair or maintenance
The hammer and firing bolt move in sync and are held together by a Link
Pin. To remove all 3 pieces intact, first remove the upper bumper by
unsrewing the side cap screw Remove the ASA. DO NOT REMOVE THE
ASA SCREW UNTlL YOU HAVE REMOVED YOUR C02 SOURCE FROM
THE GUNI There is one 8-32 socket head ecrew that holde the ASP, to the
paintgun body

BE' careful not to lose the small o-ring when you remove

top of the Firing Bolt. The Hammer rides free on the Link Pin.
To re install the Hammer, Link Pin and.Firing Bolt, lubricate the chambers
and the parts and insert them in the rear of the gun.When pushing the
parts through, the Hammer will resist by contacting the Sear. With
pressure exerted to the Hammer, pull the Trigger and the Hammer will slide
paet the Sear Catch. Reattach the Cocking Bolt and upper bumper.
When reinetalling the ASA. put the Main Spring and Lower Bumper on the
Spring Guide and make sure the o-ring is poeitioned properly. Check ASA
bolt regularly for looeening.
To Change Valve Spring, Cup Seal or VALVE housing
Remove Valve End Plug. A quarter can be ueed aa a good removal tool
aa it fita the alot. The Valve Spring, the Cup Seal and the Valve Pin
aaeembly come out freely. The valve spring can be changed quickly. The
Cup Seal must be unscrewed from the Valve Pin by using a small
adjustable end Wlrench on the Valve Pin flats and pliers on the Cup Seal.
Note: it is possible to remove the white eeal from the cup and either
replace it or flip it over. A pin may help you get it out but dont pueh it all
the way through. There is an extra eeal in your parts kit.
To Remove the Valve Housing
It ehould be rare that you remove thie part. More than likely you will rotate
it only-eee velocity adjustment. With the Valve Houeing well lubricated
ineert a tool in the center of the Valve Housing and put it in to one of the
air orifices. A Flaah light will ehow you the orifices. Spin the tool, rotating
the Valve Housing. BE CAREFUL NOT TO MAR THE VALVE SEAL
CONTACT RING.
TRIGGER HOUSI NG MAl NTENANCE
The Trigger Houeing on your PROMASTER SI hae been deeigned to
hinge open with the removal of ol)e bolt and the Trigger Shoe. When
hinged open, it exposee the Trigger Retum Spring, Sear Spring. the
Trigger and the Sear. You can replace theee springs and examine the
Sear, Trigger and Sear Catch tor wear and movement. Lubricate lightly
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Once your PROMASTER SI has been stripped down to Its main
components. cleaning and lubrication can easily be accomplished
A
clean rag dampened with isopropyl alcohol will remove all paint residue
from the eternal surfaces of your PROMASTER SI and from the Bolt and
Hammer. You may wish to spray alcohol into the Barrel and clean it with a
squeegee and foam swab.
STORAGE AND TRANSPORT ATI ON

Your PROMASTER SI must be clear of all paint and C02 when not being
used. Keep the safety on "S"or "SAFE" . Plug the Barrel. Store your
PROMASTER SI away from excessive heat in a clean, dry place. Keep
your PROMASTER SI away from children THIS IS NOT A TOY! TO BE
USED BY ADULTS ONLY!
Your PROMASTER SI must be clear of all paint and C02 during
transportation to and from the playing field. Keep your barrel plugged, the
Safety on "S"or "SAFE" Protect your PROMASTER SI from excessive
heat during transportation. Obey all local, state and federal laws
concerning the transportation of your PROMASTER SI. For information
concerning any of the laws in your area, contact your 10caliPPA
representative.
IMPORTANT:Never carry your PROMASTER SI un-cased when not on a
playing field. The non-playing public and law enforcement personnel may
not be able to distinguish the difference between a paint marl<ing device
and firearm. For your own safety and to protect the image of the sport,
always carry your PROMASTER SI in a suitable gun case or in the box in
which it was shipped.
If you must ship your PROMASTER SI for any reason,

the box in which

you purchased the gun is acceptable to all major carriers. Never ship
charged

C02 containers.

REGULA 11NG VELOCITY
Your PROMASTER SI has been pre-set at the factory to shoot
approximately 275 feet per second. However, because of the various
factors that affect the performance of all C02 powered paint marl<ing
devices, your PROMASTER SI may have to be adjusted to meet velocity
standards in your area. Never guess at your guns velocity. Always
chronograph your PROMASTER SI before playing or after making
adjustments to your gun.

any

Time out for theory
In the Promaster SI the Immediate source of C02 IS held in a resevolr
between the Valve End Plug (24) and the Cup Seal (21/22). As the
Hammer hits the Valve Pin assembly the cup seal opens and the C02 is
released through the Valve Housing. Some of the C02 goes up through a
valve port and expells the paintball out of the gun and the rest of the C02
expands to blow back (re-cock) the Hammer. How much C02 is released
and how it is divided through the valve port, determines what velocity the
gun willshoot and how efficiently it willrecock. The Promaster SI allows
you to control this C02 distribution in a n~mber of ways. How hard the
hammer strikes the Valve Pin is determined by the main spring tension.
How long the valve pin assembly stays open governs how much of the
C02 is used and this is determined by the vavlve spring tension.How much
of the C02 volume goes to expelling the paintball and how much is used to
recock the Hammer is determined by which valve housing port is being
used and what size valve pin is regulating the Hammer blow back.
MAl N SPRI NG ADJUSTMENT
The tension on the Main Spring can be easily regulated by using the
Adjustable Velocity Regulator built into the back of the Air System Adapter
(ASA).
1) Make sure that the C02 source have been removed from the gun.
2) Inside the ASA is an adjustment screw. Using the 5-32 Allen tool, turn
CLOCKWISE to INCREASE velocity (and the tension on the main spring)
or COUNTER-CLOCKWI SE to LOVv'ER velocity. The adjustment screw
has 4 fullturns of play. Be carefull not to force this screw to far. There is a
small o-ring, that if abused,can cause a leak through the adjustment
screw. Lubricate this screw and oring regularly.
3) Re-attach the C02 source.
4) Chronograph your PROMASTER 81 to be sure that you are shooting
within safe and legallimita.
VAL VE 8PRI NG ADJUSTMENT
The Valve Spring tension makes a difference in your velocity and this
method should be used for seasonal or major velocity changes. A color
coded valve spring kit is provided with your PROMASTER SI purchase.
1) STOpl READ WARNING BEFORE CON1lNUING ON TO NEXT STEP'
Make sure that the C02 source has Deen removed from the gun.
2) Remove End Cap See SIMPLE MAJNTENANCE Find spring an~
exchange A harder spring will tune down your gun (lower velocity) and a
softer spnng will

tune up your gun (raise velocity).

3)Replace End Cap
4 )Chronograph youl r'ROMASTER Silo bE: sure tha1 you are shooting
within safe 3nd legal limits

V.A.L
VE PORT ADJUSTMENl
In the Valve Houeing, reached through the End Cap, there are four ports,
all of different diameters, all letting through volumes of C02, depending on
which port is up.
TIle Valve Housing can be rotated to position the different aize exhaust
holes. The smaller the aligned hole, the less gas willbe used to shoot the
ball and generally the lov~er~ill be the velocity. SEE THEORY. The Valve
Port adjustment should often be done in conjunction with the Valve Pin
Adjustment.
Valve Pin Adjustment
The side cuts of the Valve Pin Assembly determine how much C02 will
be used to recock the hammer. Either a 1 pin or a 2 pin is installed in the
Promaster SI. To change pins see MAINTENANCEsection. By reducing
the C02 to the hammer you can increase your velocity. The 2 pin lets
more C02 by than the 1 pin. Changing the Valve pin is often done in
conjuction with the Valve Housing adjustment.
\NAANING:After making any performance changes to your PROMASTER
51, BE SURE TO CHECK THE VELOCITYOF YOUR GUN BY HAVINGIT
CHRONOGRAPHED BY A COMPETENT AIR-GUNSMITH.
Do not rely upon ir,,,,.;curate and dangerous methods of judging velocity
like listening to the report of the gun or ''watching how hard it hits". The
only way to be sure your PROMASTER SI (or any paintgun) is shooting at
safe velocities is to have it properly chrongraphed.
Always wear approved goggles and ear protection when using this
paintgun. Always use a Barrel Plug when not on the playing field and
actively participating in a game. Your safety and that of others depends
upon proper handling and precautionary measures to insure that
accidents do not happen. PLAY IT STRAJGHT-PLAYIT SAFE!
STATEMENTOF LIABILITY
This air gun is delivered by us with the express understanding that Line
S!/8kirmish Inc., Line 81 manufacturing.lnc. assumes no responsibility for
its resale or safe t-'dl,uling. It can be considered a dangerous weapon if
mishandled. abused, instructions are ignored, or the factory adjustment
tampered with. Line SII8kinriish Inc, Line SI Manufacturing Inc. assume
no responsibility for physical injury or property damage resulting from its
uae.

THEIPPA
The International Palntball Players Association IS the only recognized
sanctioning and safety organization for Paintball. LINE 61 actively
aupports the IPPA and recommends that all players become involved in
the future of Paintball by joining this organization. Information about IPPA
programs, fields in your area, legal issues and more can be obtained by
~riting or calling the IPPA.
INTERNATIONAL PAINTBALL PLAYERS ASSOCIATION
P.O Box 90051, Los Angeles,

CA 90009

LINE SI LIMITEDWARRANTY
Line Sl/Skirmish Inc, and Line SI Manufacturing Inc. warrants the
replacement of any original part due to defect in materials and/or
workmanship of this LINE SI airgun. This warranty shall continue in full
force and effect for six(6) months, for parts, and twelve(12) months for
labor, followingthe date of purchase. Such purchase to be documented
by original sales slip or other proof of purchase by euch owner.
Line SI Manufacturing Inc. willreplace WIthoutcharge any original part
that ie determined by Line 81 Manufacturing Inc. to be defective under the
terms of this warranty. However shipping charges are not covered
hereunder. Claims under this warranty must be made through Line SI
Manufacturing Inc. or an authorized Line 81 airgun dealer, who also must
install the replacement part. To locate an authorized Line SI dealer, call
(303) 442-8904, or (208) 888-6130.
Failure due to accident, abuse, neglect, normal wear. improper fit,
maintenance by other than an authorized Line 81 dealer, or uee of parts
inconsistent with the use originally intended for the airgun as sold, is not
covered by this warranty.
There are no other warranties or guarantees, expressed or implied. made
by Line SI/8kirmish, Inc.. or Line 81 Manufacturing Inc. on this airgun.
The sole and exclusive liability of Line 81/Skirmish, Inc., Line 81
Manufacturing Inc., and/or ite authorized dealers, affiliates or agents
pursuant to this warranty shall be for repair or replacement of the
defective part; incidental or consequential damages are expressly
excluded hereunder.
Line 81/Skirmish. Inc., Line 51 t,l1anufacturingInc, its authorized dealers,
affiliates or agents ahall not be liable under thia warranty. nor under any
state or federal law, or the common law or otherwise for any damage or
failure, including personal injury. reaulting from such uee and/or dlteration
This warranty gives you specific It;,galrights. and you may also have other
rights, which may vary from state to state

For warranty I service contact
line 81 Manufacturing Inc
9000 8. Black Cat Rd.
Nampa.ld.
83587
(208) 888-5130
TROU8LE SHOOTING

RECOCKING
SY"PTO"-TheProlaster
forward.

SI won.t recoc~. Does not beat down, just

Reason-Lack of C02 pressure getting to the hailer.
Possible Solutions:
I-You are out of C02 or ;il~ bottle IS ice cold

frol

stops

a fresh

fill.
LEAKS
SY"PTO"-The
Prolaster SI has a leak downthe barrel.
Reason-C02is leaking through or around the valve housing
Possible Solutions:
I-Can you hear the leak whenthe C02is reloved?
Yes?There is no leak. Youhear the ocean.
i-C02 bottle has virtually
no gas left and there is not enough
pressure to close the cup seal.
Refill your bottle.
3-The cup seal is larred or worn out. Replace it.
4-The o-rings on the valve port are dried out. Lubricate directly or
by squirting a spray
lube in the ASAand charging with C02. This will
shoot the lube through the entire gun and reestablish the seal.
S-The o-rings on the valve housing are worn out (not too likely).
Pull valve housing and replace
o-rings.
6-The sealing surface on the valve housing is scratched or gouged.
Replacethe valve housing.

SY"P.TO"-The
Prolaster SI has a leak around the ASAseal.
Reason-Theseal betweenthe ASAand the Housingis bad.
Possible Solutions:
I-Tighten ASAscrew.
2-Checkand/or replace slall buna o-ring.
SY"PTO"-The
C02leaks into the hailer slot frol the ASA,or cotes frot the
liddle of the gun.
Reason-TheC02 is leaking by the adjust tent screw o-ring
Possible Solutions:
I-Back off the screw as its o-ring is pinched (turn.countercloc~wise).
2-Lubricate by squirting a spray lube in the ASAand charging with
C02. This will shoot the lube
through the
adjust tent screw and
reestablish the seal.
3-Replaceo-ring. To replace the oring, retove the ASAfrot the gun.
Thespring guide (part that looks like a nail) is held in place by 2 roll
pins, relove these pins, pullout the spring guide, unscrewthe adjust lent
screw, replace the oring, and reasselble.

2-The valve pin is coupled with one of the two large valve ports.
This leans that lore of the C02 is being used to expel the paintball, and not
enoughC02is left to recock the hailer.
3-Haller

chalber is dry. Lubricate

ASAand charging with C02.
4-8e sure the link-pin

~y squirting

a spray lube in the

is securely fastened in the upper bolt.

SY"PTO"-The
Prolaster SI won't recock. It beats down, or cyc1es lultiple
tiles before recocking.
Reason-Tooluch C02pressure getting to the hailer.
Possible Solutions:
I-The valve pin is coupled with a slall
valve port allowing too
luch gas to the halter.
This causes the hailer to sial so quickly that it
knocksthe sear rather than engageit. Turn up the valve port'~r changeto a
less-sided valve pin.
2-Liquid is getting into the valve. Get rid of your siphon bottle,
or tune the gun specifically for liquid usage (not recollended). Also it has
beenbrought to our attention, that sOle bottolline systels have a tendency
to induce inconsistent volules of gas and liquid alternately, causing the gun
to act eratic.
3-AII of the abovecould cause the gun to wear out the hailer and sear
pretaturely. Checkthe engagetent shoulders and see that they are not chipped
or rounded.
Reason-Abinding betweenthe firing
Possible Solutions:

bolt and the halter.

I-A goodaligntent of the halter, firing bolt and link pin is
necessary for slooth tovelent through
the housing. The link pin is held
in position in the firing bolt by a set screw in the back of the upper bolt.
Sotetiles this set screw loosens allowing
the link pin to either
drop into the halter or ride up above the bolt. Either situation can cause
drag andtess up your recock. Usered Loctite on the set screw to assure
its security. It is also ilportant that the hatter pivot fairly freely
aroundthe link pin.
Reason-The hailer and/or sear contacts are worn.
Possjuj~ Solutions:
I-Replace Haller

and/or sear.

Reason-The sear sprIng is ~orn out.
Possible Solutions:
I-Replace the sear spring.
BALL BREAKAGE

SY"PTO"-The
paintballs break In the barrel.
Reason-Thepaint is old, poor quality or swollen.
Possible Solutions:
I-Changepaintballs
Reason-theball-retension lever is not working properly.
Possilbe Solutions:
I-The lever spring lay be tweeked, and need replacelent.
Reason-Thegun is over tuned.
Possible Solutions:
I-Rebalance your C02usagewith a I or 2-sided valve
pin and a slaller valve port Jet. In certain con ditions a large port jet
releases too big a volule of C02and its rapid expansioncan blowout the
back of the paintball.
2-Liquid is getting into the valve. 6et rid of your siphon bottle,
or tune the gun specifically for liquid usage (not recollended). Also it has
been brought to our attention, that sOle botto.line systels have a tendency
to induce inconsistent volules of gas and liquid alternately, causing the gun
to act eratic.

SY"PTO"-The
ball breaks in the breach.
Possible Solutions:
I-The valle in your loader can bind, lessing up
your trigger
tiling. Note the ball drop through the elbow.
2-As you run and shoot, you actually un~eigh the
gravity fed balls
in your loader. This can cause a ball to hesitate in its drop. This affects
your trigger tiling.
3-lf the ball-retension lever does not love freely, the
paintballs can crush against it. Checkit's tension regularly.
4-lf the detent arl is too sloppy, the ball will
not be held in
the proper positon. This lay allow the ne~t ball to enter the path of the
firing bolt, subjecting itself to shearing, Checkthe
detent spring
regularly.
5-Slow downyour trigger finger. Paintballs ~il only drop so fast, 3
to 4 balls a secondon an average. Watchyour tiling.

6-Knowyour loader. Relo.~ four loader frol the gun, andfill
paintballs, point the feed tube downand Just see ho~ lany balls will
contInue drop frol the loader without having to shake the loader.

it wIth

